Active Shooter Defense
You should feel safe where you work, worship, learn, & play...

...but everyone is at risk of an active shooting.

And the risk is growing.

2,808 Casualties from Active Shooter Incidents in the United States from 2000-Oct 2019

Source: FBI and GVA
Optimize Your Defense with Defendry

Defendry’s AI-powered defense system strengthens your security by watching your surveillance cameras 24/7 to automatically detect, deter, and report potential threats in just seconds. Early detection can even automatically lock a shooter out before entering.

**Normal Security**

An active shooter could enter your building at any time. Since human security teams can’t see everything at once, **response time often takes minutes to hours.**

**Defendry Security**

Defendry’s AI-powered defense system strengthens your security by watching your surveillance cameras 24/7 to **automatically detect, deter, and report potential threats in just seconds.** Early detection can even automatically lock a shooter out before entering.

- **INSTANT THREAT DETECTION**
- **STRENGTHENS PEACE OF MIND**
- **AMPLIFIES SECURITY TEAM EFFECTIVENESS**
- **EXPEDITES EMERGENCY RESPONSE TIME**
How It Works

24/7 Threat Reporting

Visual Threat Detection
Defendr automatically detects guns, masks, & intruders by analyzing security camera streams.

+ Auto-Lock Doors
Whether outdoors or indoors, if a threat is detected, doors are automatically locked to prevent further entry by the culprit.

Defendr SeeSay
If someone recognizes a threat, they can immediately report it to on-site authorities via the SeeSay app. “If you see something, say something.”
Detected threats are immediately sent to Defendry’s award-winning, 24/7 human verification partner, Rapid Response, for review.

If a threat is verified, Defendry immediately sends pictures, a description, & location of the threat to police, onsite security teams, and anyone else who needs to know.
Start Defending Your People Today.

Defendry™

www.defendry.com